Beauty is a simple word that has several definitions depending on the individual and the subject at hand. It is an abstract word that is mostly used to describe something that brings happiness or pleases an individual. It may be used to describe many characteristics in person but the word beauty will stand for all the great values possessed by an individual or substance. This essay is, therefore, going to give a better and precise definition of the word beauty and what it symbolizes when put in use.

Beauty describes that unique moment in life when everything around you happens to make you smile, and your heart melts with happiness. It creates sweet memories and each time you remember that particular moment you see at a beautiful moment due to the happiness that was prevalent. Those memories and the painted images that mark the memorable events in life is what is known as beauty. Everyone always admires a beautifully even and scene and wishes everything to be beautiful. We to create happiness in real life which is the beauty but some negative aspects will always make it difficult. Beauty is, therefore, that wonderful feeling of admiration and pleasure that creates a memory in our lives.

Beauty is also associated with love. When you look on the face of your partner you see beauty. This is a result of great features and curves in the body as well as the way he or she acts around you. Beauty may also describe the dress code which means it impresses you and looks good in your eyes. The word beauty will, therefore, be used to represent all those special and significant aspects in your partners. Depending on your life together, beauty may describe a great life you share together and the presence of happiness amongst you two in your lives. For this reason, beauty may as well describe love aspects in individuals.
Beauty may be used to describe nature. Green plantations and gardens are said to be beautiful. This is the fact that the garden or the farms have full filled all the aspects needed to achieve or in other words, they have not been destroyed. The beauty of the natural substances can be distorted by human activities, climatic changes, and environmental changes. In circumstances where all these aspects are all manageable, then nature is protected and is described as beautiful. The beautiful scenes will, therefore, attract people including tourists just to come and have a memorable day in a beautiful scene that will help make the memory more beautiful.

From the above description, beauty is not easily defined as the name indicates. Depending on the subject at hand, beauty can define differently to symbolize different aspects. Beauty may be used to describe the physical appearance of people or things. An individual who looks smart, well dressed, great curves and size are said to be beautiful. On the other hand, art or a substance including the nature that meets all the required characteristics is called beautiful from the word beauty. The word beauty can also be used to describe a feeling. That great feeling of admiration and acceptance that you feel is a beautiful feeling. That great memory that makes you smile any time you remember them is what we call beauty. For this reason, beauty has very many different meanings, but they all aim at describing something in a positive way.
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